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Sight words are words that are instantly recognized by readers without
having to decode them. They are commonly used in early reading
instruction as they help students develop fluency and comprehension.
Nouns are a type of sight word that represents a person, place, or thing.
Mastering sight words nouns is crucial for young readers as it forms the
foundation for their reading and writing skills.

Why Are Sight Words Nouns Important?

Fluency: Sight words nouns enable students to read smoothly and
quickly, as they can recognize them instantly.

Comprehension: Recognizing sight words nouns helps students
understand the meaning of sentences and stories without stumbling
over unfamiliar words.
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Vocabulary Expansion: Sight words nouns introduce students to
common nouns they will encounter frequently in their reading and
writing.

Reading Confidence: Mastering sight words nouns boosts students'
confidence in their reading abilities.

Characteristics of Sight Words Nouns

Sight words nouns have distinct characteristics that make them easy for
young readers to recognize:

High Frequency: Sight words nouns are commonly used in everyday
speech and writing.

Short and Decodable: Most sight words nouns are short and can be
easily decoded using phonics.

Irregular Spellings: Some sight words nouns have irregular spellings,
which makes them challenging to decode. However, they become
recognizable through repeated exposure.

Top 100 Sight Words Nouns

The following list includes the top 100 sight words nouns frequently used in
early reading instruction:

# Noun # Noun

1 boy 51 chair

2 girl 52 table



# Noun # Noun

3 dog 53 door

4 cat 54 window

5 baby 55 house

6 mom 56 car

7 dad 57 bus

8 toy 58 train

9 ball 59 plane

10 sun 60 tree

11 moon 61 flower

12 star 62 book

13 cloud 63 pencil

14 rain 64 paper

15 snow 65 scissors

16 wind 66 glue

17 water 67 crayons

18 fire 68 markers



# Noun # Noun

19 air 69 paint

20 earth 70 brush

21 sky 71 computer

22 sea 72 mouse

23 river 73 keyboard

24 mountain 74 monitor

25 hill 75 printer

26 valley 76 phone

27 forest 77 tablet

28 farm 78 camera

29 field 79 TV

30 garden 80 radio

31 park 81 music

32 zoo 82 food

33 aquarium 83 drink

34 school 84 snack



# Noun # Noun

35 church 85 meal

36 hospital 86 restaurant

37 library 87 store

38 museum 88 shop

39 theater 89 mall

40 stadium 90 supermarket

41 playground 91 clothes

42 swing 92 shoes

43 slide 93 hat

44 seesaw 94 coat

45 sandbox 95 shirt

46 pool 96 pants

47 beach 97 dress

48 ocean 98 skirt

49 lake 99 socks

50 river 100 shoes
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